
Jonah). To the extent that Revelation is read as a prophecy, its content may 
be regarded as a series of colorful exhortations or warnings about what will 
happen when God’s purposes are fulfilled.

Third, the book has much in common with a genre of literature known as 
apocalypse. This type of writing is not well known today, but it was popular 
at the time when Revelation was produced. As a result of archaeological dis-
coveries in the last century, we now have copies of numerous apocalypses that 
were read by Jews and Christians in the centuries just before and after the 
time of Jesus. These books are different from Revelation in certain ways, but 
they do display some marked similarities (see box 30.1). They typically report 
divine or transcendent visions that are granted to a seer and then interpreted 
by angels or other spiritual beings. As in Revelation, the seer sometimes is 
transported to a heavenly or spiritual realm to describe what is seen there. 
Symbolism is prominent, and the content of the visions often involves bizarre 
creatures, fantastic spectacles, and mysterious events similar to those found in 
Revelation. Such books tend to be dualistic in their outlook, which means that 
they describe a universe where there are clear distinctions between good and 
evil; the story pits angels against demons or saints against sinners with little 
allowance for ambiguity. And the themes of such works typically are matters 
of cosmic significance: the end of the world, the defeat of evil, the vindication 
of the righteous.

apocalyptic lit-
erature: a genre of 
heavily symbolic lit-
erature that displays 
distinctive literary 
characteristics and 
claims to unveil 
the truth about the 
world as viewed from 
a dualistic and deter-
ministic perspective.

dualistic: exhibit-
ing the tendency to 
separate phenomena 
into sharply opposed 
categories.

Box 30.1

Some Common Features of Apocalypses
• pseudonymous

• addressed to persons experiencing suffering and persecution

• seek to motivate faithfulness in a time of crisis

• heavy use of symbolism, including numbers and colors

• engagement with otherworldly beings, such as angels and demons

• bizarre menagerie of fantastic creatures

• spiritual or supernatural visions, often interpreted by otherworldly beings

• portentous dreams that must also be interpreted

• mystical journeys from the earthly plane to a heavenly or spiritual realm

• review of history with ultimate culmination linked to the present era

• secrets revealed about imminent cosmic transformations

• forecast of cosmic catastrophes

• liturgical settings and elements, such as altars, temples, hymns

• unveiling of the true-but-hidden character of present circumstances

• radically dualistic outlook: clear distinction between good and evil with no ambiguity

• deterministic view of history: all proceeds according to a preordained divine plan

• pessimistic forecast for the world as is: things will go from bad to worse

• hope for a favored remnant lies in radical divine intervention
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